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Stochastic GW Background
§ A stochastic background of gravitational waves has resulted from the

superposition of a large number of independent unresolved sources from
different stages in the evolution of the Universe.

§ Either cosmological (signature of the early Universe) or astrophysical (since
the beginning of stellar activity)

§ Usually characterized by the energy density in GWs:

  
Ωgw (f ) = f

ρc

dρgw (f )
df
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Family dinner Cocktail	party

SGWB = noise



SGWB = symphony of the Universe
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Cosmological background
§ Unique window on the very early stages and on the physical laws that apply at
the highest energy scales (potentially up to the Grand Unified Theory (GUT)
scale 1016 GeV).

§ An irreductible background has resulted from the amplification of vacuum
metric fluctuations during inflation ( arXiv:1610.06481)

§ Active sources could have enhanced GW production at the end of inflation
(particle production, reheating, spectator fields, primordial black holes)

§ Other models include cosmic phase transitions (first order electroweak in
LISA), topological defects (cosmic (super)strings)



§ Energy density in	GWs :

§ Amplitude	scales with r=T/S

§ Spectral	shape depends on	r:

§ Bicep2/Keck/Planck	gives r<0.1	at 95%	confidence	(arXiv:1510.09217)

Relating CMB results to the SGWB

		
Ω gw( f )=

f
ρc

dρ gw

df
	

		Ω gw( f )≈ f
nT 	with	nT = −r /8

Turner, PRD 55, R435 (1997)
slow-roll inflation *

Adv LIGO/Virgo



Background from inflation

PTA	(2015)

eLISA

Stiff EOS	between inflation	and	RE		
Boyle &	Buonanno 2008

Axion-Inflaton coupling
Barnaby	et	al.;.Cook &	Sorbo,	
2012.	

Slow	roll	inflation	(r=0.1)

Adv LV

ET/CE

Pre Bing-Bang
(Gasperini&Veneziano,	
1993,	2003)



Astrophysical Backgrounds
§ All the sources not resolved individually (overlapping/subthreshold)

§ Complementary to individual detections (probe the high redshift population)

§ Carry lots of information about the star formation history, the metallicity
evolution, the average source parameters.

§ May have different statistical properties: non continuous, non-Gaussian, non
isotropic

§ But can be a noise for the cosmological background
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Implications of the first LIGO/Virgo detections
§ LIGO	and	Virgo	have	already	observed	10	BBHs	and	1	BNS	in	O1/O2	(˜40	alerts	in	O3).

§ The	events	we	detect	now	are	loud	individual	sources	at	close	distances	(z~0.1-0.5	
for	BBHs	and	z~0.01	for	the	BNS).	Many	more	sources	at	larger	distances	contribute	
to	create	a	stochastic	background.

§ Using	mass	distributions	and	local	rates	derived	from	the	first	observations,	we	were	
able	to	revise	previous	predictions	of	the	GW	background	from	BBHs	and	BNSs.

§ The	detection	of	this	background	could	be	the	next	milestone	for	LIGO/Virgo.



Stochastic background from CBCs

Energy	density	in	GWs	for	a	population	k	(BBH,	BNS	or	BH-NS)

with	distribution	P(θk)	in	the	parameter	space	θk=(m1,m2,χeff)	

  
ΩGW (f ,θk ) = f

ρc

dθkP(θk ) dzRm
k

0

10

∫ (z,θk )
dEgw

df (θk ,f (1+ z))
4πr 2(z)∫

Rate Spectral	properties
of	individual sources



Contribution of GW150914-like BBHs
§ The analysis of GW150914 provides :

- Masses and spin: m1=36M¤, m2=29M¤, χeff~0 (arXiv:1602.03840)

- Local merger rate: R0= Gpc-3yr-1 (arXiv:1602.03842)

§ We also assume (fiducial model):

- BBHs	with	m~30M¤ form	in	low	metallicity environment	Z<1/2	Z¤

- The	formation	rate	is	proportional	to	the	SFR	(Vangioni et	al.	2015)

- The	merger	rate	tracks	the	formation	rate,	albeit	with	some	delay	td.

- Short	delay	time:	

14

 16−13
+38

  P(td ) ∝ td
−1 with td > 50 Myr

  
Rm(z,θk ) = Rf (z,θk )P(td ,θk )dtdtmin

tmax∫
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GW150914: Fiducial Model

  
Ωgw ∝Mc

5/3f 2/3

PhysRevLetter.116.131102

   

chirp mass:

Mc =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5 ! 28M⊙

  Ωgw (25Hz) = 1.1−0.9
+2.7 ×10−9



Alternative models
We investigated the impact of possible variations to the fiducial model

§ AltSFR: SFR of Madau et al. (2014), Tornatore et al. (2007)
§ ConstRate: redshift independent merger rate
§ LowMetallicity:metallicity of Z<Z¤/10 required to form heavy BHs

§ LongDelay: td>5 Gyr
§ FlatDelay: uniform distribution in 50Myr-1Gyr (dynamical formation)

• LowMass:	 add a	second	class	of	lower-mass	BBHs sources	corresponding to	
the	second	most signicant event (LVT151012)	with Mc=15M¤,	R0=	61	Gpc-3yr-1

16



Alternative models
17

All	these	variations	are	smaller	than	the	Poisson	uncertainty.

PhysRevLetter.116.131102



Abbott	et	al.	PRL,	120.091101 (2017)

Estimate after the first BNS

  ΩGW
BBH (25Hz) = 1.1−0.7

+1.210−9

  ΩGW
BNS(25Hz) = 0.7−0.6

+1.510−9



Revision at the end of O2
The	predicted amplitude	of	BBH+BNS	has	been	reduced by	half as	compared to	previous
estimations.

arXiv:1903.02886



Detection Regime
§ Continuous/popcorn: Depending on the ratio
between the duration of the events and the
time interval between successive events, the
waveforms may overlap or not and the GW
signal may result in a continuous (Λ>1) or
popcorn (Λ<1) background.

§ Gaussian/non Gaussian: even if it’s
continuous a background may not be
necessarily Gaussian. The signal can be
continuous at some frequencies but not over
the full frequency range (pulsars, CBCs).



BNS	=	continuous and	BBH	=	popcorn	like

Time domain behavior

Duty cycleAbbott	et	al.	PRL,	120.091101 (2017)



Data Analysis Principle
Search for excess of coherence in the cross correlated data streams from multiple
detectors with minimal assumptions on the morphology of the signal.

§ Assume stationary, unpolarized, isotropic and Gaussian stochastic background.

§ Cross correlate the output of detector pairs to eliminate the noise:

	si = hi +ni

 !!
< s1s2 >=<h1h2 > +<n1n2 >

0
!"# $#

+<h1n2 >
0

!"# $#
+<n1h2 >

0
!"# $#



Cross Correlation Statistics
§ Standard CC statistics (Allen & Romano, 1999, PRD, 59, 102001)

§ Frequency domain cross product:

§ optimal filter:

§ in the limit noise >> GW signal

 !!Y = !s1
*( f ) !Q( f )!s2( f )df∫ !!

 !!
! !Q( f )∝

γ ( f )Ω gw( f )
f 3P1( f )P2( f )

!with!Ω gw( f )≡Ω0 f
α

!!Mean(Y )=Ω0T , !Var(Y )≡σ 2 ∝T , !SNR!∝ T !!



Gravitational-wave detector network 
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Overlap Reduction Function
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γ ( f )= 5

8π e2πif Ω̂Δ
!x/c∫ F1

A(Ω̂)F2A(Ω̂)
A={+ ,×}
∑ dΩ

Loss of	sensitivity due	to	the	separation and	the	relative	orientation	of	the	detectors.

Time	delay

Detector	response



Non Gaussian case
Mock Data Challenges for ALV and Einstein Telescope (ET) have shown that the
background from compact binary coalescences could be detected with no bias using
the CC statistics even if it is non-continuous and non-Gaussian. Regimbau et al.
arXiv:1404.1134,1201.3563, Meacher et al. arXiv:1506.06744)



Pre-analysis: data cut
§ data	split	into half-overlapping 192s	segments,	downsampled to	1024	Hz,	Hann
windowed,	HPF,	Fourier	transformed and	coarse grained to	0.	03125	Hz.

§ remove time	segments	where the	noise	is non	stationary

§ remove frequency bins which display	coherence with auxiliary chanels (power	
mains,	GPS	timing,	Schuman	resonances).

§ assume	˜5%	calibration	uncertainty.



§ No evidence for a stochastic background (cosmological or astrophysical).
§ But set upper limits on the total energy density:

§ For α=0, O1 33x better than initial LIGO/Virgo, O2 3x better than O1.
§ strong constraints on the CS tension of Nambu- Goto models
( for Ringeval et al.)

Constraints on the GW energy density

arXix:1903.02886

Gµ <10−12



Search for extra polarization
§ Most alternative theories of gravity have extra scalar and vector polarization

modes and give additional contributions to the energy density of the SGWB.

§ Assume that the background is uncorrelated between polarizationmodes

§ Compute Bayesian evidence for various hypothesis : (N): Gaussian noise only,
(SIG): SGWB present of any polarization, (GR): SGWB present purely tensor-
polarized, (NGR): SGWB present with tensor and/or scalar polarizations.

Overlap reduction functions



Search for extra polarization

Callister et	al.,	PhysRevX.7.041058



Search for extra polarization
O1+O2	results

arXix:1903.02886



Directional searches
§ relax	assumption	of	isotropy	and	generalize	to	arbitrary	angular	distribution.

§ by	applying	appropriate	time	varying	delays	between	detectors	it	is	possible	to	map	the	
angular	power	distribution	in	a	pixel	or	spherical	harmonic	basis

- radiometer	for	point-like	sources:

- spherical	harmonic	decomposition	:

§ anisotropy due	to	the	finitness of	the	number of	sources,	the	nature	of	spacetime along
the	line	of	sight,	and	for	astrophysical models the	local	distribution	of	matter.



Anisotropies from Compact Binary Mergers
Jenkins	&	Sakellariadou,	arXiv:1802.06046

Monopole

analytical and	catalog
based calculation
agree at large	angular
resolution

Overdensity



Anisotropies from Compact Binary Mergers
Jenkins	&	Sakellariadou,	arXiv:1802.06046



Radiometer: O1/O2 results

SNR

90%	UL

Abbott	et	al,	Phys.Rev.Lett.	118	(2017)



SHD: O1/O2 results

SNR

90%	UL

Abbott	et	al,	Phys.Rev.Lett.	118	(2017)



SHD: O1/O2 results

Still above theoretical predictions.	But	could be possible	with O3.

Jenkins	&	Sakellariadou



Next Generation of Detectors
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FIG. 1. Design power spectral density of second generation
detectors: Advanced LIGO (aLIGO), Advanced Virgo (AdV)
and KAGRA and proposed sensitivity of third generation de-
tectors Einstein Telescope (ET) and Cosmic Explorer or (CE).
Expected intermediate sensitivities such as Advanced LIGO
Plus (A+) and Voyager are also shown.

where d⇢GW is the energy density in the frequency inter-
val f to f + df , ⇢c = 3H2

0 c
2
/8⇡G is the closure energy

density of the Universe, and H0 = 67.8± 0.9 km/s/Mpc
is the Hubble constant [47].
The GW spectrum from the population of BBHs is

given by the expression:

⌦gw(f) =
1

⇢cc
fF (f). (6)

where F (f) is the total flux and f is the observed fre-
quency. The total flux (in erg Hz�1) is the sum of the
individual contributions:

F (f) = T
�1⇡c

3

2G
f
2

NX

k=1

(h̃2
+,k(f) + h̃

2
⇥,k(f)) (7)

where N is the number of undetected sources in the
Monte Carlo sample. The normalization factor T

�1 as-
sures that the flux has the correct dimension, T = 1 yr
being the length of the data sample.

Our waveform model includes inspiral, merger and ringdown phases of the signal. In the Newtonian regime, before
the black holes reach the last stable orbit, the slope of the spectrum has the well-known f

2/3 behavior:

⌦gw(f) =
5⇡2/3

G
5/3

c
5/3

18c3H2
0

f
2/3

NX

k=1

(1 + zk)5/3(Mk)5/3

DL(zk)2


(1 + cos2 ◆k)2

4
+ cos2 ◆k

�
(8)

where M = m1 +m2 is the total mass, M = (m1m2)3/5M�1/5 the chirp mass and DL(z) is the luminosity distance
at redshift z. We shall see below that we retrieve this behavior over the relevant range of frequencies.

Results — In this section we investigate the evolution
of the background as the sensitivity increases from sec-
ond to third generation and the number of detectors in
the network increases from three to five. The Advanced
version of the two LIGO detectors at Hanford (H) and
Livingston (L) [15, 16] started collecting data in Septem-
ber 2015 and are expected to reach design sensitivity in
2019, followed by Advanced Virgo (V) a few months later
[48]. Two other detectors will join the network over the
next eight years: a new detector in India (I)[49] whose
sensitivity will be similar to the two LIGO detectors, and
the Japanese detector KAGRA (K) [50]. Third genera-
tion detectors are currently under design study, such as
the Einstein Telescope (ET) [33], which is expected to re-
place Virgo, and the Cosmic Explorer (CE), an upgrade
of the LIGO detectors [34]. Between the second and the
third generation we expect to reach intermediate sensi-
tivities referred to as A+ and Voyager. Figure 1 plots
the strain sensitivity of the various detectors considered
in this paper.

Fig. 2 shows the energy density ⌦GW in gravitational
waves in Advanced (top plot), A+ (middle plot) and
third generation (bottom plot) detectors. Solid (green)

curves are the backgrounds for models A (thick lines) and
B (thin lines), respectively, when detected BBH signals
are not removed from the data, so they are the same in
each plot. For each generation of sensitivity, we consider
two di↵erent networks: A network of 3 detectors (HLV)
located at the sites of LIGO-Hanford, LIGO-Livingston
and Virgo and a network of 5 detectors (HLVIK) that
includes LIGO India and KAGRA, in addition to HLV.
In the top plot, the detectors are assumed to have pro-
jected sensitivity levels of advanced detectors shown in
Fig. 1. In the middle plot, we assume that all the de-
tectors have the same intermediate sensitivity (A+). In
the bottom plot, for the third generation we assume the
sensitivity of ET at the location of Virgo and CE for all
other detectors.
In all cases, we observe that the background can

be decreased below the minimal detectable flat spec-
trum expected to mimic most of the cosmological back-
grounds, using a network of five detectors. This mini-
mal detectable value is above the prediction for the stan-
dard inflation model, even for third generation detectors
(⌦min ⇠ 2⇥ 10�13), meaning that the sensitivity should
be improved by at least another factor of about 10 in the

3
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Remove the astrophysical background
§ 3G	detectors,	such as	the	Einstein	Telescope and	the	Cosmic Explorer,	will be able	to	
observe	binary black	hole mergers throughout the	universe

§ The	foreground can be subtracted to	observe	the	cosmological background	at	the	level
of																												(Regimbau et	al.,	PhysRevLett.118.151105)

§ Need to	perform intensive	mock data	challenges	(in	both LISA	and	LIGO/Virgo band)	
to	develop efficient	subtraction methods

§ An	improvement of	a	factor	of	5	in	sensitivity is required to	remove all	the	low mass	
binaries and	a	factor	of	10	to	reach the	background	from inflation

  Ωgw = 2×10−13



future to reach a level of ⌦min ⇠ 10�15. Notice that a
pair of co-aligned and co-located detectors would permit
an improvement of 50% of ⌦min. Also, it is possible that a
confusion background created by unresolved binary neu-
tron stars will remain in the data at the level shown in
Fig. 2. Future detections will provide constraints on the
rate of such events, which will permit to estimate the
level of this confusion background. Let’s mention that
an improvement of a factor of 10 in sensitivity would
permit to remove all the binary sources of neutron stars
and black holes.

Conclusions and discussion — In this study we have
demonstrated that third generation gravitational wave
detectors will have sensitivities su�cient to directly ob-
serve almost every coalescing binary black hole system in
the Universe. As such, the times containing these events
can be removed from the search for a stochastic gravi-
tational wave background. With the binary black hole
coalescences removed, these detectors would be sensitive
to a cosmologically produced stochastic background at
the level of ⌦gw = 2 ⇥ 10�13, comparable to the sensi-
tivity of LISA [52]. A potential limitation to this sensi-
tivity comes from other astrophysically produced gravi-
tational waves, such as those from the coalescence of bi-
nary neutron stars, but there is still much uncertainty on
the magnitude of this background. Observations of com-
pact binary coalescence events in the coming years will
provide the necessary information on their merger rate.
The removal of BBH confusion background with third
generation detectors opens up the possibility to observe
PGWB.
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FIG. 2. Energy density spectrum ⌦GW in gravitational waves
for the Advanced (top plot), Advanced plus (A+, middle plot)
and third generation (bottom plot) sensitivities, and two dif-
ferent detector networks, assuming the power law (model A)
and flat (model B) mass distributions for binary companions
(see text for details). The cosmological background from in-
flation assuming a tensor-to-scalar ratio of r = 0.1 is shown
for comparison, and confusion background from unresolved
binary neutron stars, assuming an average local rate of 60
Gpc�3 yr�1 [51]. The horizontal solid line is the minimal flat
spectrum that can be detected with an SNR ⇢ = 3 with a
5-detector network.
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Conclusion
• The	preliminary goal	of	the	LIGO/Virgo stochastic group	is to	measure the	
isotropic SGWB.

• The	background	from CBCs have	a	good	chance	to	be detected in	the	next
few	years.

• With 3G	the	goal	wil be to	subtact it to	recover the	cosmological
background	below

• Many new	searches can lead	to	very interesting results (non-isotropic,	non	
standard	polarization,	non	Gaussian).	These searches could be extended to	
LISA.



Other directional searches
§ Narrow	band	radiometer for	persistent	GW	in	a	specific directions	in	the	sky
(Sco-X1,	SN1987A,	galactic center)

§ Probing the	Fermi-LAT	GeV excess with gravitational waves.	A	serious
candidate	is a	population	of	subthreshold MSP	in	the	bulge	(Calore,	
Regimbau and	Serpico,	PhysRevLett.122.081108)
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